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MGS Administrator and Teachers Attend
Summit Spring Convening in Wichita

he Summit 2019 Spring Regional Convening was held in Wichita on Monday, March 25 and
Tuesday, March 26. MGS staff attending the 2019 Spring Convening were Pat Anderson, Dena
Allison, Teresa Logan, Curtis Noon, Shayla Bailey, Ann Frack, Amanda Rensink, Nicole Noon, and
Amy Trostle.
This training was designed to provide ongoing support for schools in the Summit Learning Program.
It was also an opportunity to network with educators from other schools participating in Summit
Learning. There were numerous core and specialized sessions during the two-day conference, but
the focus of the convening was on teacher strategies to support students in clearing incompletes in
the Summit Platform. This included teaching habits and how to design personalized student interventions. Other sessions offered were fostering student motivation; partnering with colleagues and
families; collaboration and peer tutoring; building and sharing differentiated resources; curricular
iteration; how best to support students; and best practices for writing subject-specific tasks as well
as general practices for effective writing instruction in ELA, History and Social Science, and Science.
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Self-Directed Learning

elf-directed, or personalized learning, is at the center of the Summit Learning process. In the
Summit Learning environment, each student is working to find the way he or she learns best. Once
that is determined, the projects can then be tailored to their individual learning style, and knowing
how to learn is a valuable skill students will need when they go to
college or in their chosen career.
Self-directed learning challenges students to develop skills and
knowledge at their own pace. They self-assess their readiness to
learn. They define goals and take the initiative for all stages of the
learning process. With the help of their mentor, they monitor their
own learning process and re-evaluate to alter goals when necessary.
Educators are very important to students in the personalized learning process. They work one-on-one with students to help them set
goals and get what they need, and then they step out of the way so
students can master academic content and progress at an expected pace. They help the students
with self-management, decision making and persistence in meeting goals. They explore strategies
and make plans to help students who struggle with motivation and self-directed learning.

Projects
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eachers in 6th grade are busy getting ready
for their next big project—Wax Museum
Biography Reports. Because this curriculum
has been a much-loved project and trademark for
students in grade six for years, the teachers have
decided to incorporate the project into the Summit
Learning platform. “Although it has been a lot of
work to set the lessons up in the platform, the students always look forward to these lessons,” stated Mrs. Bailey. She said that it was worth the
time and effort to observe the students as they
engage in the research, writing, and presentation
of their prepared script.
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n the History section of Summit Learning, Fifth Grade
students are studying the American Revolutionary War. In
the learning project associated with the Revolutionary War, students are creating Pokemon-type cards depicting people,
events, or issues associated with the Revolutionary War. Students are researching, taking notes on the main people, places
and events of the American Revolution. They will then create
cards that feature these people, places, or issues. The cards
will also feature a picture and provide information on the impact
that each person, event, or issue had on the Revolutionary War.
In their research, students are learning how to evaluate sources
for relevancy and accuracy. Criteria they consider are (1) Purpose of the writing, (2) Author’s background, experiences, occupation and knowledge on the subject, (3) Reliability of the resource, (4) Evidence of
Bias, (5) Whether the information is accurate, complete, well-written, and upto-date information, and (6)
Overall design of the resource.

The teachers will begin lessons by reviewing the
research process, how to properly write a thesis
statement, and how to write in the first person
(from the author’s point of view or perspective).
These skills have been introduced in the curriculum at a prior time, so students will be reviewing
and working toward mastering these skills. First
person narrative can be difficult to master because students need to let the audience or reader
see the character through the narrator’s eyes.
One of the first tasks for students in Mrs. Bailey’s
class will be to write a five paragraph essay about
how to hook the reader or audience.

~Amanda Rensink
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n sixth grade Science, teachers are introducing a team project in Geoengineering Research. Their first requirement will be to choose and
agree on one geoengineering strategy to see if it can save humans
from the effects of climate change. Strategies include: Planting more
trees; Sunscreen in space; Growing more phytoplankton, and Making
more clouds.
Students in each team will be required to make a model in a 2-liter
soda bottle of their chosen strategy and test it to see if it cools down
the temperature. Key questions the students must answer are:




“It’s amazing to hear my
students tell me they feel
accomplished at the end of the
day. They really are putting in
the hard work to make the platform work for them. The skills
my students will walk away with
due to Summit are amazing.”

Why is the Earth’s climate changing?
Which kind of geoengineering will the team be testing in this experiment:
How does this kind of geoengineering work?

